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DANIEL’S FIRST VISION, PART 3
(Daniel 7:15-28)

I.

II.

The Interpretation of the ____________________________ (Dan. 7:15-18)
A.

Daniel was _________________________________ by the vision

B.

Daniel was _____________________ of the vision’s ___________________

C.

Daniel _____________________ the vision’s basic meaning
1.

The beasts represent four __________________________________

2.

The _______________ kingdom will be ruled by ________________________

3.

This kingdom will be ____________________

Daniel’s ____________________ about the _________________ Beast (Dan. 7:19-22)
A.

Daniel’s ____________________ indicates its _________________________

B.

Daniel __________________ the beast’s description with _______________________
1.

It had ________________________________

2.

The _______________________ became __________________ than the others

3.

It waged ___________ with the ______________ and ____________________
them (cf. Rev. 11:7; 13:7)

4.

The Ancient of Days _______________ in ________________ of the saints

5.

As a result, the ______________ took ____________________ of the

kingdom
III.

The ___________________________ of the Fourth Beast (Dan. 7:23-25)

1

A.

It represents an _____________________ kingdom ___________________ from
previous ones
1.

Will claim ______________________ jurisdiction

2.

Will ruthlessly ___________________ earlier kingdoms

3.

Will have “_______________________” emerge at the ___________________
(cf. Rev. 13:1; 17:12)

4.
B.

With no _____________________ parallel, this must be __________________

A __________ ruler will rise _____________________ from the others
1.

Will __________________ three of the ten rulers

2.

Will ______________________ the ______________________

3.

Will ______________________ the ______________________

4.

Will try to change __________________ and ______________

5.

Will _____________________ for _______________________ (cf. 9:27; 12:7,
11, 12; Rev. 11:2-3; 13:5)

IV.

________________________ and ___________________ (Dan. 7:26-28)
A.

Beast’s ultimate destruction is ___________________ and ______________________

B.

__________ Kingdom of the ___________________________ is established (cf. 7:14)

C.

1.

It is a ______________________ Kingdom

2.

It is a ______________________ Kingdom

3.

It will be an ______________________ Kingdom

Daniel’s _____________________ to the vision
1.

He was ____________________ by the _____________________ of the vision

2.

He was ____________________ in God’s ___________________ of the future
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